AIDOL STAINS & PAINTS
Professional Quality Products for Demanding Applications
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The Material Wood

WOOD AS A NATURAL MATERIAL
Rightfully a popular material
THE LIVELINESS OF WOOD AS A
BUILDING MATERIAL

PREMIUM PROTECTION USING
NATURE AS A MODEL

Wood is a gift of nature that should
be protected. This precious material
should be won through sustainable
and natural management of forests
and not by over-exploitation of their
natural habitat. As a valuable raw
material, wood should always be
available to humans. With this in
mind and to take action in this
direction, Remmers supports all
efforts to keep forests sustainable.
The biological building material
wood, which grows and then dies in
a natural life cycle, is alive.

Trees are equipped with a natural
means of protection – and that is the
bark. Bark protects tree wood from
drying out and particularly from the
multitude of weather influences such
as sun, wind, rain, frost and heat.

Humans feel very comfortable when
surrounded by this material. That’s
why
leading
architects
and
construction engineers prefer wood
as a warm, natural building material
when designing gardens and
buildings, particularly when it comes
to interior finishing. The coziness of
wood and its unmistakable character
is the reason it is used so often.

Trees are supplied with all the
important nutrients they need to
grow and flourish through their roots.
This supply system protects the life
cycle of trees throughout centuries
and the trees themselves form an
environment that provides safety for
humans and animals.

Wood in its thousands of different
structures and shades of colour is
the base for these new Aidol stains
and opqaue coatings that are
available from good specialist
dealers.

Register No.: DE-S 161-00007
EC-Eco-Audit, awarded for the
Remmers production sites.

Remmers Baustofftechnik made it
their goal early on to develop
products with the help of their
technical development department
that give back this natural protection
for wood used in construction and
finishing in the form of state-of-theart coating systems.
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WOOD’S NATURAL ENEMIES
The Course of Damage Caused by Moisture, Blue Stain and Rot
UV-Rays

Moisture

Blue Stain

Sun is hard on wood surfaces - not
just because of its heat but also
because of its ultraviolet rays that
penetrate into the wood. In
combination with precipitation, the
colour of unprotected wood can
change to silver grey in just a few
weeks to months.

Wood outdoors is continuously
subjected to moisture: rain, dew,
condensation and such like cause
the moisture content in the wood to
rise; when the water evaporates, the
content sinks again. The result of this
continuous process is: cracks in the
surface. Moisture that penetrates
through these cracks or through
diffusion must leave the wood again,
otherwise the wood becomes waterlogged beneath the surface – a
breeding ground for blue stain and
rot that destroy wood.

Blue Stain is a type of fungus that
discolors wood, causing visible,
black-bluish stains. Blue stain does
not destroy the wood but it certainly
impairs its appearance.

That’s why it’s important to select the
right coating for the wooden building
element:

Rot is the most dangerous form of
fungus that causes damage because
it destroys the structure of the wood;
the wood loses its stability and
decomposes.

Fine wood fibres on the surface of
the wood then begin to stand upright
and the surface loses strength. This
change in colour and properties of
the surface which is normally not
desired can be prevented by using
pigmented coatings. But if the wood
has become grey and unsightly,
Aidol Lightening Stain offers a simple
way to restore the harmonious
appearance.

Algae
Especially in forested or tree-rich
areas, the green growth of these
lower organisms spreads easily,
quickly making wood in outdoor
areas look unattractive.
Aidol HK Stain is formulated with an
algaecide which prevents premature
infestation with algae.
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In the case of windows and doors, socalled dimensional stability is
particularly important. That’s why
thick-layer stains can be used for
these: the penetration of moisture is
prevented by the coating which in turn
prevents swelling and shrinkage
processes that cause the element to
lose its shape and then, for example
can’t be opened or closed properly
anymore.
In the case of so-called nondimensionally
stable
building
elements, e.g. siding and fences, the
penetration of moisture, e.g. through
end grain wood or through cracks,
can never be completely prevented.
That’s why it’s important to use socalled thin-layer stains here so that
the wood can breathe and the
moisture can leave the wood again.

However, blue stain prepares the
way for other fungi that destroy
wood (rot) to flourish because it
perforates the cell walls, making it
easier for the wood to absorb more
water (capillarity).

Rot

Insects that damage wood
Along with fungi that discolor and
destroy wood, there are also animal
pests which love wood. The
European house borer, for example, is
one of the most dangerous insects
that destroy wood in moderate
climate zones and infest soft wood in
particular. They lay their eggs in
cracks and the larve preferably gnaw
the outer layers. The damage caused
by other insects that destroy wood
essentially takes place by the same
principle with the same scheme. The
eggs are laid by the insects in or on
the wood. The larvae hatch from the
eggs and it is then the larvae that
actually destroy the wood.

F

MOISTURE
CHTIGKEIT
U
E
Growth of
bacteria

Rot

Perforation of
cell wall

Increase of
capillarity
Moisture

Perforation of cell
walls

Growth of
blue stain
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THE DURABILITY OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF WOOD
When to Use Wood Refinement – When to Use an Additional Preservative?
Classification of the types of
wood
Whether it’s necessary to use a
chemical wood preservative on wood
used outdoors depends on the
durability of the type of wood used.
As a rule, “very durable” and
“durable” types of wood only need

refinement with products that do not
contain
biocidal
ingredients.
“Moderately” to “non-durable” types
require a chemical wood preservative
to protect them from, e.g. blue stain
and rot. But the classification of
wood types only refers to the
heartwood. Normally, commercially
available wood also contains sap

Wood Refinement Required

very
durable
1
 Doussié
 Bangkirai
 Teak
 Basralocus

Chemical Wood Preservation & Refinement Required

1–2

2

2– 3

 Bongossi

 SplioMahogany

 Oak
 Western
Red Cedar

less
durable

moderately
durable

durable

 Australian
Blackwood

wood which is not generally durable.
These types of wood should not be
used in outdoor areas without a
chemical wood preservative.

 Dark Red
Meranti

3
 Oregon
Pine

3– 4
 Douglas Fir
( depending
on origin)
 Pine

 Opepe

 American
White Oak

 Larch

 Afzelia

 Niangon

 Light Red
Meranti

 Idigbo

 Eucalyptus

4
 Spruce

nondurable
5
 Beech

 Fir
 American
Red Oak
 Southern
Pine
 Western
Hemlock
 Hemlock

Protective treatment with a wood preservative is not necessary

Building elements subjected to weather require protective
treatment with an approved wood preservative.

STRUCTURAL WOOD PROTECTION
Don’t Give Moisture a Chance
Building elements should also be
placed so that contact with water is
avoided if at all possible. If this is not
possible, it must be ensured that the
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wood can dry again quickly. Wood
building elements should also be
constructed so that permanent
wetting through standing water is

avoided (sloped surfaces, rounded
edges, covers on horizontal
surfaces).

GENERAL NOTES ON WORKING
For coatings that are just right
Tools

Preliminary work

Directions



High quality tools considerably
improve results



Remove non-load bearing, old
coatings



All Aidol products should be stirred
well before using to distribute
pigments and binders evenly.



Natural bristle brushes should be
used for solvent based stains
and acrylic brushes for water
based products



Sand rough wood and old
coatings - this improves the
adhesion of the coating



All Aidol products come ready to
use and do not need to be diluted.



Brush off dust with a duster





The wood must be clean and
free of wax and grease

Different shades of the same
product can be intermixed but as a
rule, different products should not
be intermixed.



Cover the area with plastic
sheets and, if necessary, mask
surrounding areas with adhesive
tape





Remove resin galls with a filling
knife



Wash off resin stains with a
thinner

Non- resistant (soft) wood in
outdoor areas should be
impregnated, for example with
Aidol Primer/Blue Stain Inhibitor,
before they are actually coated.
When Aidol HK Stain is used, this
step is not necessary since this
stain is formulated with a wood
preservative.



Always brush the products onto
the wood in the direction of the
grain.



After the coating has dried, coat
again.



Observe the application rates:
Using a lot does not necessarily
help a lot.



Some Aidol products can also be
efficiently applied with hand-held
spraying equipment
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Aidol SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The Right Colour for Every Application

Aidol HK STAIN
Page 13

*

Aidol WOOD CREAM
Page 15

Aidol LT STAIN
Seite 17

Aidol PRIMER/BLUE STAIN
INHIBITOR Page 19

PLUS
* Aidol ANTI-INSECT
Page 20

Aidol SEALING PRIMER
Page 23
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Aidol FINISHING PAINT
Page 24

Aidol UV TRANSLUCENT TOP
Page 27

Aidol UV OPAQUE TOP
Page 28

Aidol STAIR & PARQUET VARNISH
Page 37

Premium Wood Preservative
Stain
for outdoors

Medium Solid Stain
for long-term weather
protection

Maintenance & Weather
Protection
for wood in gardens

Paints for Permanent
Protection
interior & exterior

Coatings for Wood Windows
& Doors,
interior & exterior

Protection against Hard Wear
& Maintenance
for wood in living spaces

Clear Wood Preservatives &
Impregnation Agents

Aidol MAINTENANCE OIL
Page 31

Aidol WEATHER PROTECTION
OIL
Page 32

Aidol CARBOLIN
Page 33

Aidol LIGHTENING STAIN
Page 34

Aidol STAIR- & PARQUET FRESH

Page 38

Aidol ALL PURPOSE STAIN
Page 39

Aidol DECORATIVE WAX-STAIN
Page 40

Aidol HARD WAX-OIL
Page 41

Aidol HARD WAX-POLISH
Page 42
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Premium Wood Preservative Stain for Exterior Use

-X
6Protection
for wood outdoors
Blue stain
Rot
Insects
Mould & algae
UV-rays
Moisture
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* Colours not for use on directly weathered building elements (UV-protection) / Colours shown may deviate slightly from the actual product

Aidol HK STAIN
Protection & Beauty for Your Wood in Outdoor Areas

silver grey

white*

hemlock*

rustic oak

Properties

Range of Use

The decorative, solvent based, wood
preservative stain for use outdoors with
an ultra-modern, effective ingredient
combination.

Aidol HK Stain is used for treating
non load bearing wood in outdoor
areas which is not in contact with the
ground.



Exterior:
 Facade
 Roof eaves
 Shutters & balcony railings
 High quality fences
 Palisades & pergolas
 Arbours & carports
 Wood decks, bridges & foot
bridges
 Screen walls


light oak

nutwood

ebony

teak

fir green

pine

palisander

stone pine

mahogany

chestnut

frisian blue

salt green



Will not flake, penetrates deeply
Water repelling, fully breathalbe
and moisture regulating
Renovation coats possible without
sanding or stripping

Tips & Important Information:
The use of an additional wood
preservative primer is not necessary
when you use Aidol HK Stain. Aidol HK
Stain is a “2 in 1” product and provides
the most comprehensive protection for
wood that you can get. To achieve top
quality, silk gloss surfaces, we
recommend an additional coat of Aidol
LT Stain (see page 15). Effective and
safe, with RAL certification.
Use wood preservatives responsibly
and safely. Always read the label and
product information before using.

Container sizes:
 6 x 0.75 l
 10 l
 2 x 2.5 l
 20 l
 2x5l
Application rate:
 2.5 l are sufficient for coating
approx. 12.5 m2 once
 According to RAL Quality and
Testing Provisions:
200–250 ml/m2

Special colours
available on request
clear*
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Wood Preservative

Cream
only from Remmers

Fast working
Just one working
operation necessary
Penetrates deeply and
does not drip
Spreads by itself without
leaving marks
Protects against blue
stain, algae as well as
moisture & UV-rays
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World’s First!

Aidol WOOD CREAM
* Colours not for use on directly weathered building elements (UV-protection) / Colours shown may deviate slightly from the actual product

Unique Cream Stain for Use Outdoors

light oak

pine

Properties

Range of use






stone pine

nutwood


teak

mahogany




clear*


Apply just
once…

…let it
spread out…

…perfect
protection!

Combines the advantages of
different types of stains without
their disadvantages
Does not drip: covering work is
not necessary
Penetrates deeply; high
application rates are possible in
one working operation
Optimal flow properties and
brilliant results
Protects the wood against blue
stain, algae, UV-rays and
moisture
Does not tear or peel and does
not need to be sanded

Tips & Interesting Facts:
Aidol Wood Cream’s formulation
protects against blue stain. The
product is a real cream – not just a gel
stain. That’s why it can penetrate
deeply and be applied in just one
working operation on rough sawn
wood. A second working operation
may be necessary for dressed wood
and hardwood. Aidol Wood Cream is
simply applied with a brush used for
stains. Use wood preservatives safely.
Always read the label and product
information before using.



For protection of wood without
static loads or ground contact in
outdoor areas against blue stain
Great for working overhead
because of its cream
consistence

Outdoors:
Facade
 Roof eaves
 Shutters & balcony railings
 High quality fences
 Palisades & pergolas
 Arbours & carports
 Wood decks, bridges &
footbridges
 Screen walls


Container sizes:
0.75 l
 2.5 l
 5l


Application rate:
2.5 l are sufficient for approx.
12.5 m2
 According to RAL
Quality and Testing
Provisions:
200–250 ml/m2
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Medium Solid Stain for Long-Term Weather Protection

Aidol LT STAIN
The colours shown here may deviate slightly from the actual product

Permanently Protects Wood and Is Easy to Apply

silver grey

white

hemlock

rustic oak

Properties

Range of Use

Decorative, medium solid stain on a
solvent base. Closes the gap
between thin-liquid impregnation
stains and thick-layer stains.

Aidol LT Stain is used for coloured,
decorative treatment of wood and to
achieve wood surfaces that are easy
to maintain.



Exterior:
 Facade
 Roof eaves
 Shutters & balcony railings
 High quality fences
 Palisades & pergolas
 Arbours & carports
 Screen walls
 Garden furniture



light oak

nutwood






ebony

teak

fir green

pine

palisander

stone pine
Special colours
available on
request.

clear

Very good weather resistance
Water repelling
Moisture regulating
For top quality surfaces
Soil repelling and easy to maintain
All colours can be intermixed
Tested according to DIN EN71-3
(safety for toys)

Tips & Important Information:
The product can also be efficiently
applied with a hand spray gun and is
ideal for top quality, silk gloss
surfaces on substrates that have
already been treated with Aidol HK
Stain (see page 13). Especially good
results are achieved if intermediate
sanding is carried out before the
finishing coat of Aidol LT Stain is
applied.

Container sizes:
 6 x 0.75 l
 2x5l
 2 x 2.5 l
 20 l
Application rate:
 2.5 l are sufficient for coating
approx. 12.5 m2 once
 1st coat: approx. 100 ml/m2
 2nd coat: approx. 60 ml/m2

Safety for
toys
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